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Abstract. Selective substitution gammars based on ‘co;,:ext-free’ productions form a possible 
framework for the study of ‘gram.matically oriented’ formal language theory. Such grammlars (w:th 
no control governing the composition of derivation steps) are !stu!died in this paper. Jn particular we 
study the effect uf various conditions on selectors (which define the way that rewriting is 
performed); those conditions a~:: aimed to formalize the notion of ‘using information about the 
context’ duriu& the rewriting process. Each of them captures a particular feature of 2, rewriting 
according to a context-free grammar or an EOS s’ystem (essentia!l:i a context-free grammar that cap 
also rewrite t(erminal symbols). Some of those conditions yield Icharacterizations of the class of 
Icontext-free languages., for other conditions the lower and upper baound on the language generating 
:power are given. Also a. natural notion of a class of ‘simpYe’ rewriting systems is introduced {pattern 
grammars) and it is demonstrateId that they posse;ss urprisingly high language gerreratin,g power. 
Selective substitution grammairs were introduced in 1.51 as a1 framework to study a 
considerable number of seemingly different (notion‘s of) rewriting systems in a 
uniform waty. A more ‘concrete’ framework was inves!:igated in [8], where selective 
substitution grammars based on context-free prcducti;,ns and without a control on 
the composition of derivation stctps were studied. This paper continues this study 
stiarted in [8]. 
A context-free gram.mar (with t’ne possibility of rewriting also icrminals) and an 
EOL system are as a matter off fact the same objects; they differ only in the way they 
define a direct derivati,on step--in other words t%ey differ by their selectors only. The 
selector of azontext-free gra,mrnar is of the form1 X*fg* (rewrite only one occur- 
reuse of a symbol! in a string) whille the selector of an ESOL system is of the form s” 
(rewrite all occurrenlces of all letters in a stritig). What makes the second selector 
‘more powerful’ than the !kst an c? (It is well known that the class of EC% languages 
strktly contains the class, of r.riatext-free languages.) To answer this and szmiiar 
questions one has to find *sarious features of sdectors responsible fop their iian 
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generating power. After all one can clonsider a conteM-free grImmar with selective 
rerwriting as consisting of a set of 4ementary rewriting irstructions (the set of 
context-free productions) and the program (th’e selector) des.cribing -he way those 
instructions are used to g,enerate the language. In this paper we do not I ;strict the sets 
of available context-free productions but we impose various restrictions on the 
selectors, trying in this way to understand tine main features of their power to 
program a language. IntuiGvely speaking the lan~guage neratir: Tower of a selector 
stems from the possibilities it has to use the inform&on from the context in the 
rewriting process and from the possibility of ‘blocking!’ aderivation if ‘it goes wrong’. 
In this paper we formalize various aspects of the iiwo above features and then 
investigate their effects on the language generating power. 
The paper is organized as follows. After introducing ba,sic preliminaries, 
definitions and examples in Sections 1 and 2, in Section 3 we investigate those (sets 
of) conditions on selectors that enforce thr language of the grammar to be context- 
free. In this way we get a number of characterizations of the class of context-free 
languages. 
In Section 4 we investigate those (sets of} restrictlons that are too weak to yield 
context-free languages only, but are strong enolugh to guarantee that the languages 
obtained are context-sensitive. 
In Sections 5,6 and 7 we investigate those (sebs of), r,estrictions which Xfire too weak 
to allow to give a reasonable upper bound on the lalngtuge generating power. 
For most of the classical questions in language theory it does not matter whether or 
not (the notion of) a context-free grammar one considers, allows +,ol rewrite its 
terminal symbols. However, in a general theory Iof rcwritlng systems this matter !may 
become quite important. This is investigated in SccGon 8. 
Considering two particular restrictions on selectllrs we arrive at the notion of a 
pczttern grammar. In a pattern grammar each selector consists of strings over the 
alphabet (0, I>, where the interpretation of 0 is ‘do ,nclt rewrite’ and the interpaeta~on 
of 1 is ‘rewrite’. Thus in a direct derivation step one applies a pattern of l re:vrite’ and 
‘do not rewrite’ instructions independently of actual symbols. Those grammars are 
investigated i.n Section 9 a.nd in narticular wc demonstrate that they possess a 
surprisingly strong language: generating power, 
In Section. 4 0 we discuss the results olbtainad and point out open problems. 
1. Preliminriiries 
We asscme the reader to be familiar lwiith formal language theory as, e.g., in the 
scope of 163 and [8]. Some notations,. definitions and results need perhaps, an 
additional explanation. 
For a word1 w, 1 WI denotes its length an,d alph w denotes the set of letters occurring 
in w. A denotes the empty word. For a linite noncmgty alphabet ,L, Z* derotes rhe 
free monoid; generated by.2 and for a nonnegative inlteger Zf 2’ = (al E: X*: Iwl= 1). If 
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a word w = UU, then u is a prefix of w and o is a SC&X Iof w. A set 1, c: Z* is called a 
k!nguage and we c:onsi.der two languages L1 and Lz equal if tl u {A} = Lz u{,/n}. 
(Sometimes a singleton set (6) is denoted 6, this should however r,ot lead to 
confusion..) Two rewriting systems are equivalent iI ahe languages they generate arc: 
equal. The length set of a language L, denoted LS(L), is defined by LS(L)- 
{I w I: w E 1,). lFor two words o, w E X*, u is a sparse surSword of w, denoted t, < wp ip 
there exist ~0,. ‘ . , an F 25, a~,, . . . , a,+1 E X*, n z=& such that u = a0 - - - a, and 
w = CYOLXOQID l . ananLYnY_l. 
The following, result on sparse subwords, proved in 123 will be used quite often in 
this paper. 
‘Ehoct_~sim~ 1.1. Let L be a language over a finite alphabet. There exists a finite s&set B 
of L, &such t at for each word w E L, t/?tere exists a word v E B, such that v is a spars? 
s&word of L. 
We call B a base of A’_. 
The set of all positive integers is denoted with N’. For a finite set V of natural 
numbers max I/ and min V denote the greatest and least element of V respectively. 
A ccnkxt-free (a.bbrevihted cf) grammar is specified in the form G = (2, h, S, A), 
where Z: is its total alpha&et, A its terminal alphabet, S its axiom and h the finite 
substitution on Z\A defining ‘the set o$l productions of G’. u’e only consider 
context-free grammars without erasing productions, 
It iis often convenient (and very essential in the general theory of rewriting systems) 
to extend the. finite substitution of a cf grammar to the whole alphabet Z (that is to 
provide lprodiuctions akso for the terminal symbols). Till: SO obtained construct is 
referred ‘to as a,n EPOS system. It is easy to see that EPOS systems generate the ~class of 
context-free languages. The consecutive letters in the acronym EPOS stand For: 
B-‘extended’ (meaniqg that nonterminals are allowed); P--‘prc.?agating’ (meianing 
that no erasing productions are allowe:d); O-‘zero’ (meaning that the rewriting 3f an 
occutrenfce of ai letter does not depend on its context, or, in more technical terms, zero 
sided context is allowed!); S-‘sequential’ (meaning that one occurrence of a letter it? 
a string is rewritten in a direct derivation step). 
An EOL system is specified in the form (2, ?I, S, A), where C, h, S and A are as in the 
EPO!S case. 
A context-sensitive in;) grammar is specified in the form G = (X, P, S, A) where 1, 
S and A are asI in the cf case and P is a set of productions of the form (Y + ~3, where 
(Y E X*Z\AZ*, /3 E S’ and la/ c IpI.’ 
If every production in P is either of the form A13 -*AC or of the form A -, BC or 
of the for:m A + a, wh’ere A, B, C E 2\A and Al E A, then we say that G is in Pent&men 
Normal Ekm [4]. 
’ Grammars with prodwtions of this form are also referred to as monotonic grammars. Since ihc 
Penttonen Normal Form is easily expressed in this model we have chosen the monotonic g~~mm~~ 
formalism rather than the formalism of context-sensitive grammars. 
A scattered context grammar [l] is ::I construct G = (2, P, S, A), where Z; § and A 
are as in the :f case and P is a set of productions of the form (I 1.1, . . . , A,,) + 
(a1 ,...,a,),whereAiEB\AandcuiEZ+forl~~ < IZ. We say that v1 i(irecdy derives 
w in G, denoted v +G w, if o =x&lxl l * l xn-&xn, M = XO)(YIA:I l . l x,-la,xE, 
where x~E~*, for O<jjn, and (Al,. . .,A,)+~IcYI,. * .,cY,)E~? Let v +$w 
denote the reflexive and the transitive closure of *G. (We use =$ ‘* and 3 if no 
confusion is possible.) The language of G, denoted L(Gj, is referred to as a scas,+ercld 
context lungwage and defined by L(@ = {w E A*.: S 3 2 w}. 
A scattered unary grummar [7] G == (2, P: S, A) is’ a scattered context grammar 
such that for every (Al,. . . ,A,)+(al,. . . , cq,)EP there exists a j, l<jsn such 
that for every i # j, 1 =Z i 4 n, Ai = ai. 
The classes of regular, cf, cs, EQL, scattered rontext and scattered uBary languages 
are denotsd as Z(Reg), 2?(CF), Z(CS), .JZ(EOL), Z(Sc) and 2’(Scl) respectively. We 
use re as an abbreviation for recursively enumerable. 
In this section definitions and examples typically for this paper Iare given. 
Throughout the whole paper barred versions of symbols are used with a special 
meaninp. the original symbol is activated. If .Z is an alphabet, then the ho:mo- 
morphisn iden from (2 w 2)” to 2” is defined by iden a’ = u vnd iden a = a 
for a:1 a E 2:. 
Definition 2.1. Am EPOS based s-grummar* H is a construct (2, h, S, A, K), where 
base H == (25, h, S, ,A) is an EPOS system and K, the selector of H, denoted se!. H, is a 
language over 2 u Z 
efinition 2.2. A context-free based s-grammar H is a construct (2, h, S, A, K) 
where base H = ! ’ ’ J, h, S, A) is a context-free grammar and K, t”?e selector of H, -.- 
denoted sel H, is a language over Z: u C’iA. 
If H = (2, h, S, L:, K) is an X based s-grammar, where X E {EPOS, context-free}, 
then the set of acdz)e symbols of H, denoted A is defined by A = 2: if X = EPOS and 
..A = X\A if X = c.: !ltext-free. The setofactivated symbols of H, denoted A, is defi.ned 
by A” = s and A’ = ~~ respectively. 
In the sequel we assume that any X based s-grammar, H = i..X, h, S, A, K) satkfies 
the following two requirements, SE K and Sti RH(h), i.e. there is rnc, n, E A such &bat 
S E slph w for some w E h(a). (We adopt the usual notation LH and RH for left- ,aad 
r+e;ht-hand sides of productions respectively). 
’ Clearly, our term ‘n-gramma.r’ should not be confused with the te_m ‘s-grammar’ as used in [3]. The 
term ‘ss-grammar abbreviates better the notion of selective substitutic n grammar, however it has rathe- 
unpleasslnt connotations. 
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In the remainder of this section X will denote an element of (EPOS, context-free}. 
Definition 2.3. Let IJ I’= (2, h, S, 4, K) be an X based s-grammar. If v, IV E JZ*, then u 
directly derives w tin AM), denoted t, $$ H w, if there exists a word x E K, such thar 
xPv, idenx=,u a3d if r:=bl l **b,, with biEZuA> for i=l,...,rt,r-20, then 
w=&**.&, with for each i, pi =bi if biE2 and&Eh(idenbi) if biEA. Let 3; 
denote the reflexive ;4nd the transitive closure of =)H. (We use $* and 3 
reqectively if no confusitln is possible). Then sent H = (w E 2*: S +* w} and the 
lurquage of H, denoted E (,ri), is defined by L(H) =sc!nt H nA* = 
(w EA’: S +* w}. 
The next result follows immeldiately. 
Lemma 2.1. Let H be an X based s-grammar. If sei H =2?‘“&?, then E,(Hj = 
L(fmie H). 
In the following definitions features of context-free rewriting are formalized and 
implcsed as restrictions on X based i-grammars. 
Let H = (Z, h, S, A, K) be an X based s-grammar. 
Definition 2.4. (i) H is active bar-free (uhf) if for every WI, wt E (2 u A)% and1 a E A 
whenever wla’wz E K, then wluw2 E K. 
(ii) H is conf~ bar-free (cbf) if for every ~1, w:! E (2 u A)” and a t’ A whenever 
wlaw2 E K, then wldw2 E K. 
(iii) H is bar-free (bf) if H is bojth active bar-free and context bar-free!. 
Definition 2.5. (i) H is active symbol-free (asf) if for every wl, w2 E (Z u A)* and 
a E A whenever wldwz r~ K, then WlAwi ‘G K. 
(ii) H is context symbol-free (csf) if for evc!!ry ~1, w2 E (Z: crA)* ernd a E 2 
dmzf-‘Y’er wlaw2 E K, then wJIv:! E K, 
(G) H is symbol-free (sf) if H is both1 active sy:mbol-free iand contexl syn!bol-free. 
DAnition 2.6. (i) H is active interspersed (ai) if for every w 1, w2 E (2 u .a)* and 3 E A. 
whenever w,dwz~K, then w1Z*,ZZ*w2zKK. 
<ii, H is context interspersed (ci) if for every WI,, :v2 E (2 u A)” and (*I E S, 
whenever wlaw2 E K, then w~;S;~~,ZZ* w2 c K. 
(iii) H is interspersed (i) if H is both active interspersed and context Interspersed. 
nitioa 2.7. (i) I3 is universn~! (u) if for every w E Z*AZ*, there exists a word 
v E K such that w # v and iden D = w. 
(ii) H is occurrence miversal (ou) if for every wn, w2 EZ*, (z EA there exist 
v~,v~~(L;u~)*sucl~thatidenv~=w~,idem11~=w~a~n.dv~a’v~~K. 
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If an, X based s-grammar H satisfies one or more of the above defined restrictions, 
then we may say, informally, that se1 H satisfies those restrictions. 
The selector of an X based s-grammar forms the ‘prograrnmif .g part’ of the 
grammar in the sense that actual application of productions depends on words from 
the selector. The restrictions defined in Definitions 2.4 through 2 ‘I above aim at 
restricting the programming power of the selector; our restricticlns model and 
generalize various features encountered in context-free rewriting. Thus 
(i) bar-freeness does not allow to program choices of particular places in a striqg 
to be rewritten, 
(ii) symbol-freeness does not allow to distinguish between symbols that should 
appear or should not appear at particular places in a word, 
(iii) interspersion forbids testing on ‘immediate neighbourhood’ of letters, 
(iv) universality requires that every word can be rewritten, hence it forbids to 
program the rewriting in such a way that if something ‘goes wrong’, then one g,ets a 
string that cannot be rewritten anymore. Qccu rence universality is even stronger: it 
requires that no string contains an occurrence of an active letter that cannot be 
rewritten anymore. 
In every string of a selector Ioccurrences of barred symbols correspond to occur- 
rences of letters that have to be rewritten, all other occurrences of letters play the role 
of context. Taking this into account our restrictions qoncerning bar-freeness, 
symbol-freeness and interspersion are also considered separately for the case of 
activated symbols and for the case of context symbols. 
The following lemma is an immediate consequence of the above definitions and 
thus given without proof. 
Lemma 2.2. (i) If H is m, ,vhen H is U. 
(ii) If H is cbf a.n.d ti, then H is ou. 
Example 2.1. Let H = (2, h, S, A, K) be an ENIS based s-grammar, where 2 = 
{S,B,&j, A={a, b}, h.(S)={Su,aS,B2,b}, h(B)={B*,b}, h(u)=(a), h(b)=(b) 
and K: is defined irk one of the following ways: 
(:i) JK = {S, S)a *” Tlhen L(H) = bu* and H is abf. 
(ii) K = {il;)(a, a}*’ LIB+. Then L(H) == ba” u :b2”: 1;~ 3 0) ilnd H’ is cbf. 
(i.i.i) .K = {?, S}{a’, a):” u@, B, 6 b}*{& a)_ Then L(H) = bu* v b’a and H is bf. 
(iv) K = %z* u~~~u~‘. Then L(IY) = ba* u h*a* ancl H is asf. 
(v) K =Z*&!* ~23?“. Then L(H) = a*k*‘u{ab2”: n ZOO} and .H is csf. 
(vi) K={w~~*.L’:~w~=2”+1 for some n~O)u.8~. Then, L(N)= 
(b, aba, bu2}u{b2”u: n ~300) md H is sf. 
(vii) X = E:“&‘* ‘.J a*. Then L(H) = a*ba* and H is ai. 
(viii) K = Z*Z? w #+X*ui”*. Then L(H) = *II *b ft.1 b+bu+ and I-1” is ct. 
(ix) K =,Z,*$!&* ~~.~r’*d*l?.Z*aC* and H it; i. Then L(H)= a*bu* ua+bb’“ba+. 
ix) K! = d&T)‘: b x*11: ~~{iiad}. Then L(H) = a*b’u* and H is ou. 
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From (i) through (x) it follows that the restrictions defined m IDefinitions 2.4 
through 2,7 are ‘inderendent’: H satisfying one of the ccmditions does not imply that 
H must satisfy any otl!er condition too, with the exception that, obviously, bf implies 
abf and cbf, sf implies ssf and csf, i implies ai and ci, and ou implies u. (An adaptation 
to the context-free based case is straightforward.) 
We will abbreviate EPUS based s#-grammar ss-grammar and context-frcze blased 
s-grammar as cf-s-grammar. 
Definition 2.8. An s-grammar H = (& H, S, A, K) is synchronkd if there is a subset 
Qi of X\A, such that for every FE @. h(F) E Z*@.Z’* and for eve:ry a E A, h(aj E 
P@X*. Qi is called a synchronizatk~n set (ofH); the. union of all synchronization sets 
of H is called the maximal synchronization ~:et (of H) denoted nwyw(H) and the 
restriction of h to A u msyn(H) is called the synchronizing part of h. 
Example 2.2. Let L- be an arbitrary language over an alphabeii d. Define H = 
(2, h, S, A, K) as follows. 2 = (S, 3) u A’ u A, where A’ = (a’: a E A} and {S, F’}, A’ 
and A axe pairwise disjoint. h(S) =={aS: QE A} ~{a’: a E A], h(F) := {F) and, for all 
c1 E A, h (a’) = (a} an.d k(a) = {F}. K = (2 u $)*{S, s} u 1 Jaed L&9!, 8). where fGr all 
cp E A, L,(( = {w E (A u &*: klen wa E L}. 
It is easy to see that H is synchronized, msyn H = (F), H is bf and L(H) = L. 
3. Chalractelrizations td Z(CF)I 
The intention of defining of each of the restrictions on the selectors in the previous 
section was to catch basic features of selectors responsible for various aspects of :hie 
language generating power of an s-grammar. In some sense each of those restrictions 
aims at forbildding a particular “context-sensitive’ feature of an s-grammar. Thuo d 
Testriction (or a combination of restrictions) turns out 1’3 be ‘strong’ if an s-grammar 
subject to it generates a context-free language. Such casL5 are investigate&l in this 
section. 
First of all we notice that Z(CF)I constitutes a low~er br:osnci on the restrictiorns we 
consider (that is, even combining all of them still allows one to generate all 
context-free knguages). 
Lemmlti 3.1. Let L E s(CF). There exists an s-grammar H, such that L(ii) = L. and i;’ 
is bf, sf? i and ou. 
roof. Let G = (2, g, S, A) be a cf-grammar such. that J,(G) = L. L et It extend g to X:” 
by the :tule h(a) = {a) for a E A. Then clearly L. = L(H) where IJ’ is the s-grammar 
(C, g, S, B, (2 UT)*). 5iace (2 (J gf)* is bf, sf, i and ou the result ‘holds. 
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We provide now three iechnical emmas that will facilitate the proofs of results of 
this section. 
Lemmaa 3-2. If H is an s-grammar, then L(H) E L(+se H). 
Proof. Obvious. 
Lemma 3.3. Let H = (2, h, S, A, K) be an s-grammar. If X*~iZ*\.K is jinite, then 
L(H) E s(CF). 
Proof. We may assume (see section 2) that S does got LIppear at the right-hand side 
cod any productialn in iz. 
l[f JZ*xZ*\K = Ca, then clearly L(base H) c L(H) and so9 by Lemma 3.2, L(H) = 
L(base H) and consequently L(H) E Z(CF). 
Qtherwise let n =: max(lxl: x E Y*%?\K3. Let h’ result from h by replacing all 
productions for 5’ in :z by the follokng set of productions 
Then let H’ = (2, h’, S, A, K). 
Clearly L(base H’) c LIH’) and so, by Lemma 3.2, L(H’j = L(base H’); thus 
L(H’) E 9(CF). But it is clear that L(H)\L(H’) is finite and consequently L(H) E 
2?(m). 
Lemma 3.4. Let H = (2, h, S, A, K). If there sexist nonneg&w integers I(a), l,(a), 
r(a), rI(a j for each a E 2, such thar Z(a) s ll(a), r(a) d r*(a) and 
K==Yx(Z Ua);g*as*y+) v pI(~)~*,~pp~ ‘j, 
then L(H) E A?(CF). 
Proof. Let I = max{lI(~): a E X} and r = max{rl(a): a E, .Y). If 1 +P = 0, then L(H) E 
5?‘(CF) by Lemma 3.3. Thus we assume that I + r 3 1. 
Wc will construct an equivalent s-grammar Z? = (J?, 6, 3, A, k) as follows. Let 
Z={a’:aEX:),foreachjE{l,,..,I+r}, 
J&j = k, . . . , ai]: ai E Z for 1 d i <j], 
if I t: 0, therl 
&_={[ld*, . I., al): ai E E for 16 i =Z I:}, 
ii r # 0, th.en 
&={h . . ..a!.]:aiE~5:~rl~ii~}. 
Let 2 = Ut L;;.’ 2; i) U .&_ v %IR u.X’ CJ A LJ {F}, where F is a new symbol. Let s’ = [S]. Let 
h’ be defined as :!ollows. 
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Ifl~n~I+r,a~,...,a,E~,a~.~.a,Ese~tHanda~.~~a, +,wbl.*-b,,,with 
61 , . . . , h, E 2, then, if n s m s I + r, then [bl, . . . , b,,,]c 6([aI, . ., . a a,~), if n s 
I + r e: m, then 
[b 1, l l l , WG+1 l 9 . &~-~r-l~_l(bm-~r-l~, . *. ,6,jdi([ol,. . .: a,j). 
If al”’ ~11 is a prefix of a word in sent H, al, . . . , a~ E 2, then for all words X, 
ycZ*, bl,..., b,~~,I~~mZmaxrh,su~hthata~~~~a~x =$Hbl-..bn,ywhere 
bl l l . b, is thie prefix of bl . l l b,y derived from al l 9 l rsl, 
P-J I,. . . , bt)bi+l . * l 61, Efi([al, . . . , al)). 
If al. l - a, is a suffix of a word in sent H, al, . . . , a, E 2, then for all words 
X,yEL;*,bl- *6,E~,r~m~rmaxrh,suchthatxal.~.a,.:tS~ybl~..b,where 
bl. l * b, is the suffix of ybl * * . b, derived from al l - - a, 
6 - l l b~_(.-l,-; ;5,-+1,, .. . ) hdk hh I . . , 4). 
If a E I: and cy E h(a), then a’~ i(a’) where a’ results from (Y by replacing each 
letter b in ti by b’. 
If a E A, then a E &(a’). 
If 1 G n s I + r and al, i . . , a, E A, then al - - - a, E i([al, . . . , a,:]). 
If ah . . . , at EA, then al l . - al E hD([al, . . . , al)). 
If ah . . . . a,EA,thenul~~.~,E~((n~,~...,a,]). 
Also, for each x E Z?, FE 6(n). Finally let k = (&*a>@)*. 
It is not difficult to see :hat L&) = L(H). But, by Lemma 3.3, k(fi) E Z(CF) and 
so L(H) E Z’(CF). 
In the rest of this section we investigate those combinatilons of restrictions that 
yield %‘(CF). 
Theorem 3.5. A language L is cf if and only if there exists an s-grammar _Hsuch that 
L(H) = L and H is bf and u. 
Proof. The only if part af the statement follows from Lemma 3.1. The ii part is 
proved as follows. 
Since H is u,, fc.; every at - - - a, E X”, al, . . . , a, E E, there exists a word x E K, 
suchthatidenrx=nl~~~a, (andxZa1 * l . a,) and consequently, because H is bf, 
for every i, 1 S i C n, a1 n . - ai_ltijai.,l m * . a, E K. Thus X*%? SG K and by Lemma 
3.3 L(H) E d;P(CF). 
Using a simi!ar argument we can also prove the following re:iult. 
3.6. A language L is cf if and on/y if there exists an s-grammar H, f;wch thr:t 
L(H) = L and H is abf and OK. 
Theorem 3.7. A language L. is cf if and only if there exists an s-grammar H, such that 
L(H) = L, and H is bf, asf and ci. 
&%oof. The o;lly if part of the statemeut follows from Lemma 3.1. The if part is 
proved as follows. 
Since L(H) # 8, SE K. Since K is bf, :%sf and ci, C*2%* c K angi consequsntly 
Lemma 3.3 implies that L(H) E Z’(CF). 
Using a similar argame nt we prove the following two results. 
Theomm 3.4 A language L ir cf if and only if there exists an s-gramnw H, such that 
L(H) = L ~wd His asf and ai. 
Theorem 31.9, A language L is cf if and only if there exists an s-grammar H, such 
that L(H) .= L arrd His ai and u. 
SFheorehn J;.I(P. A langwge L is cf ifand only ifthe.pe exists an s-grammar HS such that 
L(H) = L and His abf, ::sf and ai. 
Proof. The only if part OS the theorem fo!:ows from Lemma 3.1. The if part is proved 
as follows. 
Let H = (2, h, 22: 9, K). Cl; ‘arly we may- assume that, for each a E E, K contains a 
word xa’y for some x, y E (2 ti z)*. Since H is abf, this implies that, for each a E E, K 
contains a word xdy for some x, jr E X*. 
Let, for each a E E, 
!(a)=min{lx/:xdyEK forsome YES*}, 
r(a) = mm{/ yI: xtiy E K for some x 12 *), 
xl(a) = minn(ly 1: xa’y E K for some x c X4 where 1x1= l(a)}, 
&(a) = min{lxl: .sa’y E K for some: y E Z* where Iyl = r(a)}. 
Since M is abf, csf and ai every direct derivation step 
where x~~EX, l~j 6 n -t I, and Qi E 2, ai E h(aJ, 1 s i c n, can be simulated by n 
direct derivatka str.:ps 
?“’ * XlMlh2QY2 l ’ ” X”Q&.tl. 
H 
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Thus, without loss of generality we may assume that 
By Lemma 3,4 this implies that L(N) E A?(CF) and the theorem holds. 
Theorem 3.11. A language L is cf if and only if there exists an s-gramma;pH, such that 
L(H) =L and His abf3 csf and ci. 
Proof. The only if part of the statement follows from Lemma 3.1. The if part is 
proved as follows. 
L,et H = (2, h, S, A, _Q. We will construct now an equivalent s-grrimmar fi = 
(3, h’, Z?, A, 8) as follows. Let 
l&n”= {a E 2: i&c E K for some x E X+) and 
right K = (a E 2: xii E K ,for some x E 2’). 
Let 
X=(a’: a EZC), & = ([a, Z]: a E le& K}, 
St,,-{[a,r]:a~dghtK) and ~,,,={[a,O:I:a~~aandd~iK} 
(as usually we assume that & Z’, &I,,, C (,), &j are pan-vise disjoint). Let E = 
Z” u & (3 Xc,) u & u A u {F}, where k’ is a new symbol. Let $ = [S, O]. Let 6 be 
defined as follows: for Q E .E, 
&a, Ol]) = {[b, 01: b E k(u)} 
u {[bl, mi 9 q * PI:-l[b,, r]: n a2, bt l l l b, c h(a:), bl,. . . ; b, 
EC)Ui$, 
whereZ,=0if a&A andZ,=ta}if aEA, 
I&z, I]) = {[j, S]: 5 E tzto)} 
&[a, ,r]) = ([b, r]: b E ht u)} 
Ii := {b; .*~b:,:n~l,bt*g’b,~h(u),tt ,...? b,~X}w&, 
&(a) = (F} if a E A, and k(F) = {F}. 
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Let g be the finite substitution on (E us)* defined by 
g(a) =--{a”, [a, 01, [a, I], [a, r], a) if a E A, 
g(a) = W, [a, 01, [a, 4, [a, 4) if a E 2\k4, 
g(6) = (E)*zJ(zj* if a EZ: 
Then let ZZ = g(K). 
la is not diifficult to see that I,@) = L(R). 13ut, by Theorem 3.10, L(g) E =.V(CF) 
and so L(H) E .Zk’(CF). 
4. Inside Z?(CS) 
Not ail (combinations of) restrictions are strong enough to lliminish the language 
generatng power of an s-grammar to the context-free 1evc:l. In this section we 
consider those restrictions where one can still get a ‘reasonable’ upper bound, which 
in our case is the class Z(CS), usually considered to be the largest grammatically 
deAne5 class of languages within the class of recursive 1angu;i;ges. 
We start by establishing the equivalence of certain combinBations of restrictions. 
Lsmmar 4.1, An s-grammar His bf and ai if and only if H is bf and ci. 
Proof. Let H = (2; k, S, A, K). If H is bf and ai, then for every word wlawz z K, 
where wl, WZE (2 us)*, a ~2, w~dw2, wl(Z u s)*a(X us)* wz and wr(X u 
~)‘“a(E us)*w2 are also contained in K. Hence H is ci. 
If 11 is bf and ci, then for every word wla”w2 EK, where ~1, w2 E IZ u %)*, ti E X, 
~~~62~~~ wl(Z u~)“‘a(Eu~)*w2 and ~~(~u~)*ii(i=u$)*~~2 are a130 contained in 
K. Hence H is ai. 
C~ollrry 4.2. An s-grammarH is bf and i if and only if His bf and ai or His bf and ci. 
‘We show now that 2?(Sc1) is an upper bound for the combination of bf and i 
reztrictions. 
Theorem 4.3. If H is an s-gramimar, such that H is bf and i, then L(H) E Z(Scl). 
Proof. Let H = (2, h, S, A, I<). Let B = {all . - - alnl, . . . f a,1 l l l a,,,,,,), aii E 2 for 
1:+s ni, 1 s i G m be a fixed finite base of iden K ; by Theorem 1.1 B exists. Let w, 
I E .E’ -. Then w =$ H 0 if and only if there exists an i, 1 k i < n, s&l that ai1 l ’ l tZini 4. 
w amd w=a;***al, z)=(Y~***(Y~, ajE& ajE,Z’, 1:~jdl and either aj= a, or 
ci E h (a,). This can be seen by observing that reveryxEK,{y:i&nx<i 
because H is bf and i. Since B is a base of i II ,K the above fc~llows. 
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Now we can construct a scattered unary grammar G, SJ& :nat L(H) = E(G). Let 
X’ =~a’: a ~2:) be an alphabet, disjoint with Z and Belt P be the following set of 
stir ttercd unary productions. 
Pzrol {(U, adI, . . . , CZini>+(CU, ail, . . . , a,,,): Ct Eh(ai} 
Then let G = (2 uE’, P, S, 4). We leave to the reader the formal proof that L(H) = 
L(llG). 
To put the pre lious result in a proper perspective, we demonstrate that for this 
case a lower boun 1 greater than .Z(CF) exists. 
*Fheuaem 4.4. I;vzere exists an s-grummar Hsuch thatL(H) e! S(CF) and His bfand i. 
Proof. Let H = (2, h, S, A, K) be defined as follows. 
S = {AI, Br, Cl, AZ, &, CZ, a, 6, c, S, FL 4 = (a, b, c). 
h(S) = fA J%‘I~, h(A1) = (aA2, al, h(&) = (b&, b}, 
h(Cl) ={cC2, c}, h(.A2) :={a&, a), h(B2) = (b&, b), h(Cl) =:WI, 4, 
and, for all x E A u {F}, h(x) = {F}, 
K:={w~((z:u$)*: S<iden w or Al&Cl <iden w or A2BC2Ciden w}* 
QsII~ _H is bf and i and L(H) = {a”b”c” : n a l), a well-known non context-free 
language. 
We turn now to the combination of cbf and i rest.rictions. 
4.5. If H is an s-grammar such that H ij; cbf and i, t&z L(.H) E .Zi:SC). 
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Proof. Let H = (2, k, S, d, AC’). Let u be a word of K. Since K is cbf and i, every word 
w G (z u .s)*, such thst v < iv is a word of K. Let B be a fixed fmite base of R ; by 
Theorem 1.1 23 exists. 
We will no’l~ construct a szattered context grammar H’ = (r, P, Z, A), such that 
C(H’j = L(H). 
Let $ = {& : a E S} and e =: (~2 : LZ E X) be new alphabets. We assume z1,$ and 2? as 
usual to be disjoint. Let Z = 3. Let cp, $ be finite substitutions oil (2 u .i)*, defined by 
~(G)={LI;I] and q&2)=(5] for all UEE and 4(a^)=(n*,d] and +(u)=(d) for all 
a E 2. Let 
P={(& ,..., a,)+&. . . , b,): bj E (4, ci,}, 1 s i g n, q(bl ’ * * b,) E B} 
LJ((6J.Q ,..., %n)-+(6,b1,..., 6,):cp(bl...6,)EB,bE~) 
~J{(b1,i,hz, .*. b,)-,(bl,b,b2 ,..., b,):rp(%*~~*b,)E13,%E.F} 
It is easy to see, that L(H) = L(H) aud hence L(H) E I. 
It will be shown later (Theorem 4.7) that also in this case a lower bound greater 
rhan .&!?CP) is possible. 
‘Vow we consider the combination of cbf, csf and a.i restrictions. 
Threorem 4.4, !$H is an s-grammar such that H is cbf, csf and ai, then L(H) E d??(Sc). 
Proof. Let H = (2, h, S, A, Kj. Let wlzil w2 l - - a’,,w,+1EK,withwi~X*91~i~n+1 
and aj E 2’ for 1 ~j G n. Since H is cbf, csf and ai (X u~)‘l&(2 uj:)‘2 l l l &(Z u 
#+1 , wi!ll be conttined in K, for all integers fj 2 Ivv,~, 1G i d n + 1. So if a word 
XE(&p: contains a sparse subword 
ii, (,Z w f)‘w~m+ I’, then x E K. 
u E (z u $)‘“l’&(X u $)iwzi . - 9 
By Tbeorern 31.1 there exists a finite subset B cr K, su.& that for every word x E K, B 
contains a word xo which is a sparse subword of a. 
With the same method as used in the case that K was cbf”and i, a scatteredcontext 
grammar ca.n be. constructed, which is equivalent witlt H. 
The following result demonstrates that in the last two cases we have considared a 
lower bound grt.:ater than 2’(CF) is possible. 
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Theorem 4.7. There exists an s-grammar H, which is cbj, csf and i, such l’hat 
L(S) r& .Z(CF). 
root Let W = (2, h, S, A, K), with 
Z = {S, A, B, C, F, a, b, c}, A = (a, b, I:), 
h(S) = {/ki!K), h(A) = (a, aA), h(B) = {b, bI?}, h (Cl 2’: (c, CC), 
h(a) = h(b) = h(c) = h(F) = {F) 
and 
K = (2 u s)*‘s(x u iE-)* w (Z u s;‘)*Lqr: c.1 x)*&z u iE)*ca LJ ii?‘)*. 
It clear L(H) = : n 2 l}, and H is cbf, csf and i. 
Finally we consider the case of abf, asf and ci. 
Theorem 4.8. If H E’s un s-grammar, such that H is abh asf and ci, then L(H) E 
=Wc*). 
Proof. Let H = (2. h, S, A, K). Let Q, be the substitution on (2 us)*, defined by 
cg(a)=E*a.C* and &)~=$.u,‘? folr 41 ~ZCZ 
Since H is abf, asf and ri, it wltiwz~ K for some ~1, WZE (22 u.z)‘“, a EZ, then 
(iden w&l (iden WZ) c K ; consequently cp (iden w &%p (iden WZ} c K Moreover if we 
set K1 = K n Z*sE* and HI = (2, k, S, A, K1), then L(H1) = L(H). 
Thus there exist (possibly infinite) sets I c N, f, = {w,,i : i E I} and R - {w,i : i E I) 
such that K*=U,,,cp(w,,i)~~(w,i). By Theorem 1.1; the set UitrIWi,$WY,i has a 
fmite base. Thus there exists a finite set B, B E I such that Ik’l = UieB rg(, WI,&?( w,,,-); 
without loss of generality we may assume that B = (1, . . . , s} for some positive 
integer s. 
Based on the above we ran construct a unary scattered context grammar H’ 
equivalent to lil as follows. 
Let H’=(f,P,[[s],A). Let r=AuHtlu&,~L:~lu& where Z-,,={[a]l: aEL}, 
&,={[a): aES},Z ( I= ((~1: a E .E} and $ = (ri : a E X7), as usual 2. El I, Z; ~,2$ )and 
z’ are pairwise disjoint. 
P = {([a])+ ([tr]): b E h(a), a, b E 2’) 
4&d, CO, . . . , C,, (cl>+ ([a& l l - tin, 50, I - . , C,, (cl): 
al a’ .‘a,~h(a),wbi=A,c,o..c,c=,~~l,ifA.,l~iiss) 
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uIW, do, . ’ * , t;,, (a]) 3 (J:b), &I, . . . , d,, dl * ’ * &-*(a& 
al - * .a,Eh(a),&bo~.*b,=w~,i#A,wl,i=A,ldibs} 
w{([aI)-r,(a),(Ca))-~(n),((a3)-)(a),(d)j(ar): a~A1. 
Based on the explanation preceding the construction of H’ the reader can easily 
see that .&(H) = IJH’). 
Consequently the theorem holds. 
We were not able to provide an example of a non context free language that ci;lu be 
generated by an s-grammar subject to abf, asf and cl restrktions. As a matter of fact 
we conjecture that the la.nguage so obtained is always context-free. 
5, Mitrary length sets 
In this section we start the investigation of cases for which meaningful upper 
bounds do not exist. We are not able to show that the cas,es we consider in this section 
yield ‘all’ languages. I-Iowever we demonstrate that under the restrktions we 
consider one can stilil generate languages with arbitrary length sets. 
We start by considering the equivalence of two sets d restrictions. 
Lemma 5.1. An s-grammar His bf and asf if and only if H is bf gnd csf. 
Prpsf. Let H = (2, h, S, A, K). Assume that K is bf and asf. L,et w14w2: eK for some 
w:j, WZE (E u,g)* and a ~22 Then wla’wz~ K, W~~WZ E; K and wrZ’w:!cK. So K is 
csf. 
Assume that K is bf and csf. Let ~16~2 EK for some ~1, w? E (2 w if)* and /J GJ. 
Then wlbwZE K, wlEwzc K and w1~w2z K. So K is asf. 
Wence the lemma holds. 
Corollary 52. IfH is an s-grammar, then His bf and qf rifand only ifH is bfand asf or 
N is bf and csf. 
We consider bf and sf restrictions first. 
Theorem !5.3. Let R c N+. There exists an s-grammar 61, such that LS(L(H)) = 
ikr~R)andHisbfandsf. 
Let H = (& h, S, A, K) defined by 2 ={S, B, a), A =(a), h(S) Y&Z%, a&), 
h(B)=(a) and Ma) ={a] and K =UnEM (+XU$)‘~+~ uUreR(X~~$~2r. 
It is easy to see that H is bf and sf and LS(L(H)) = (2~ t E R}. 
Ar. analogous result (and proof) holds for the cbf, sf and ci case. 
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Theorem 5.4. Let R c N’. There exists an s-grammar H, such that LS(L(H)) = 
(2r: r E R) and H is cbf, sf and ci. 
Proof. Analogous to the proof of the previous ‘theorem, if (2Z ‘3 2’) in K is replaced 
by s. 
The selector of an sf s-grammar ‘cannot distinguishI’ between different symbo!s in a 
string under rewriting. If moreover the grammar considered is bf, then even the 
distinction between active and context occurrences disappears. Hence, in this calve 
(Theorem 5,3), the only way to control the rewriting process is by restricting tile 
length set of the selector (the length set (of the language obtained becomes disjoint 
with the length set of auxiliary sentential forms). If the considered sf c-grammar is 
also cbf and ci, then any occurrence that in not activated can be replaced by an 
arbitrary nonempty string over Z us. Consequently, in this case ((Theorem 5,.4), in 
addition to the length set restriction we take care that nonactivated symbols do not 
occur in the strings of the selector. 
In the case of cbf, sf and ou restrictions we can get an arbit:rary length set. 
Theorem 5.5. &ctR E IV+. There exists an. s-grammarH such that LS(L(H)) = R and 
His ebf, sf and OK 
Pro&. Let H = (Z, h;$ A, K) be definetd by 2 = (S,, A’, B, F, a, b}, A = {a, h j, h tS) = 
{Z}u{a’: t = 1 and rE&, h(Zj={ aZ,3b), h(B)=(a), h(a)=(a), h(b)=hlF)= 
{F] and K = Z+ u U~n:n+leR) 9~ 
It is easy to see, that H is cbf, sf anrd ou and 
L(N)={a’:r-landr~R}v{a”E,:n+lE;?). 
So LS(L(H)) = R and the result holds. 
An ar;alogolus result holds for the sf, ci iand ou case. 
Thearem5.tL LetR (r N’. Thereexistsans-.gammarrH,such thatLS(L(W)=Rand 
H is sf, cl apld ou. 
Proof. L,et H = (2, h, 3, A, K) be defined by X = (S, 2, B, F3 a), A == (a ), h l(S) = 
{~3~}u~~ar:f~r~~andr~R),h(Z)={~~,cr},h~lB)={a~,h(a~=I’z(FI=(,F)ancf 
Clearly W is sf, ci and ou. It is also easily seen that L(H) = ,{a’: r c Rf;, observe that 
,the $2E’~u.%+&? part of se1 H is never used in a successful dcriva.tiann--it s
.merely added to assure that H is ou. 
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We show now that in the last three cases we have considered one can get arbi,trary 
EOL languages. 
Theorem 5.7. Fc~r every EOL language L there exists an s-@-ammaT ii, such that 
L(H) = L and H is cbf, sf, ci and ou. 
Pro&. Let L be an EOL language, generated by the EOL ?stem G = (2, h, S, A). 
Then it is easy to see that if H = (G, $+), then H is cl&, sf, c azd ou and 
L(H) = L(G) = L.. 
We end this sertion by considering the abf, sf and u case. 
s Let R c N+. 77zere exists an s-grammar H, such that L.“j(L(H)) = R 
and His abf, sf ard u. 
Proof. Let H == (E, h, S, A, K), be the s-grammar, where C = {S, B, Z, a}, A = {a}, 
h(S)-(a’: r= ? and r E .R]u{BZ}, k(Z) == {BZ, a}, h(B) = (a} and h(a) = {a} and 
K=~“(Bu~)uU,,,(Hu~)‘. 
It is e&ly seen that H is a’h7rf, sf and u and that LS(L(H)) = R. 
6. All languages through weak identities 
In this section we consider those cases in whi:h we can generate an arbitrary 
language providing that one can erase certain lettela from the language generated by 
an s-gramm#ar. 
Theoresm 6.1. Lt?k L be an arbitrary langulzt;z. Theye e;:ists an s-grammar H and c 
weak identity Q, such that Q(L(H)) = L and I3 i,s a~( ci !and 011. 
Proof. Let ,t be a language over an alphabet A. Let Z = G, h, S, A u(+), K) be 
defined by 2: = {S, F, *, $} u A, with {S, F, *, 0) and A disjoini, 
.h(S)=@aS: a EA)u{*u: a Ed), 
k(*) = (&, h(x) = {F]! for x E (4, f”) CJ A. K == $’ ui!i’*s LJ +9(L), where 1+9 is a sub&- 
tution on A* dIefined by #(a) = %““a_E* fol: all iz E A. ILct Q be the weak iden,tity on 
(d u{+])*, defined by q(a) = a if a E A and Q(bj = A. 
It is easi1.y seen that .R is asf, ci and ou and that 
L(H) = #an ’ * ’ &z,:aiE,:.l,l~i!~n andal~~~a,ELj. 
Hence Q(L(H)) = L. 
~~eo~~~ 6.2. La L he an arbitrary labrtguage. ‘T’hwe exists an s-grammar hf (and 62 
weak identity Q, such that Q(.L&Q) = L anti H i;ll cbf, &zf and ou. 
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hof. LetLbeaiangaugeoveranalphabetALetE = (Zr, h, S, A u{#}, K)bedefirred 
by 2 = (S, F, *, t)~l A, with {S, F, *, 4) and A disjoint, h(:“) = (US: (I E A] u {@}, 
h(*) = (+}, k(,c! = {F} for x E (4, F) u A, and K == 2 + u ((.x’\# ) u 2):: 2 w (f’(L.@, 
where +G is a finite substitution on (A u {#})*, defined by +($j = {$) (J z ad t,b( a) = 
(a}u$ for a EA. 
It is easily se:sn that H is cbf, asf and ou and that L(H) ={wQ:Q: wEL]. IIf we set 
q(a) = a for every a E A and q(Q) = A, the result holds. 
Thewem 6.3. Let L be an arbitrary languclge. There e.wis:ts an s-grammar li‘l and a 
weak identity Q, such that rp(L(H)) = L and H is cbf antd ai. 
Proof. The: proof can be carried on in the same way as the proof c,f ‘,.beorem 6.2. 
One mu.st replace EC by KI, defined by 
ICI = (C u 2)*$(x u z;)* 
u X(k4)(Z u z)**(x u zs)* 
where x is a substitution on (A u {+I)*, defined by x(i$j = (2 u is’)*$(S u _$)* u ($1 and 
~&)=@u~)*&(Xu~)*u{a}for aEA. 
7. Arbitrary Iaqunges 
In this section we consider those combinations of restriction e that turn out to be no 
restrictions at all in the sense that one can still generate all htnguages. 
?‘keorem 7.1. LetL be an arbitrary language. l%ere exists an s-grammar H., SW% that 
L(H) = L and His abf, asf and u. 
Proof. This proof is somewhat analogous to the proof of Theorem 2.3 h [8], 
however the fact that the underlying grammar is now EPOS (rat:her than cf’) forces oi%e 
to make modifications. 
Let L be a language over an alphabet A. Let hY = (E, h, S, A, K) be the s-grammar, 
defined as follows. C = {S, Sr, S2, F} u A’ u r u A, where A’ =G (a’: a E A} and f = 
{lw, b]: a, b E 43 (as usual A, A’, IT and (S, &, &, F} are pairMe dis,joM). 
Cr(S)={w: w E L and Iwl= f)u{Sl)~;&ti: a CA), 
h($) = {ab&: a, b E A)u{[a, b]b’: a, b E A), 
h(&)={S;?ab:a, bEA)u{b’[a, bjl: Q, bEA;, 
h(F) = {F) and for every a, b a: A, h(a’) = {a}, h ([a, b]) = {a} and F,(a) = l-F’]. 
iii: = (~~)*(~ U 2) U (2: 1J ~)~‘(~~j’” 
UL evenl:C w s) u (.C u e)Lodd u A “(X u s)A *, 
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where 
L odd=.[[~2,ul]~~,~~~u2n+l:ui~9, ldi62n+land a1**.a2n-cl~L} 
and 
L even =(aI.. ’ Q;!n-2[nq3-i, a*,,]: aiEA,f~~d~naridu,,..a,,,EL). 
It is easy to see that H is abf, asf and u. That L(H) = L is seen as follows. 
Clearly S + * wL’ for some w E X* and b E A if and only if w E A ‘r a:nd clearly 
wb’ =$ * x, for some x E .:I* if and only if w E L,,,. It follows from the construct.ion 
that w = a1 l l l ~+~[a~~._.~, b], with al . m tz+lb c L, for some n! 3 1 and moseo,ver 
.x=al l . l t~2~,-lh. Analogously S 2* b’tlr +* x if and only if x == ba2 - l . a~~+~ EL.
Hence L(M) = L and the theorem holcls. 
‘I’laeorem 7.3, Let L be an arbitrary I’angu’age. There exists an s-grammar H, SSAC~ thar 
L(H) = L and H is abf and ai. 
Proof. Let L be a language over an alphabet A. Let H = (X, h, S. A, K) be defined as 
foilows. C = {S, ST, F) u A’ v r u A, where A’ = {a’: a E A}, r = ([a, b]: a, b E A) and 
{S, &, F}, A’, r and A are as usual pairwise disjoint. 
h(S)={w: w~Land Iw~=I}LJ{S~}, h(&)= [a&: a ~A)u{[a, b]h’: a, bEA}, 
h r,F) = {F} anid for all a, b E A, h(a’) = {a}, h([a, b]: = {a} and l(a) = {F). 
K = E*i[S, if?, SI, S&Z+ u IJ L,Z*{a’, d’}E* u I.J J*{[a, b j, [G])X*A, 
tTEA abed 
where, for all a E A, 
L,={a1 ‘** ~~-z[~~-~,4]:~1,ai~A,l~j~~,anda~.*.a,_~n~L}. 
S’t is easy to see that H is abf and ai. That L(H) = L can be seen in a similar way as in 
the proof of Theor,em 7.1. 
Theorem 7.3. Let L be an arbitrary language. There exists an s-grawrmar H, such that 
L(H) = L and H is cbh csf, ci and ou. 
Proof. Let L be a language over an alphabet A. Let H = (25, h, S, A, K) be defined as 
follows. E={S,Z,F)uA’uf CIA, where A’={~‘:~EA} and r={[a,bJ:a,bEA} 
(as usual (S, Z, F}, A’, r and A are pairwise disjoint). 
h(S)={w: WEL xnd Iwl=l~~c;{Z}, h$Z)={a’Z:a~A}u([a,b]b:a,b~A}, 
h(F)=(F}andforalla,~~A,hr(a’)={a},h([a,b])={a}and h(a)={Fj 
K = z+ u (E u z;,*z U ‘P(E u zp*, 
whjere 
I,‘=(ai ’ 0 * d-l [a,, Jn+ll: 11 Ir...,izn+lEAandal..*a,+lEL). 
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It is easy to see that El is cbf, csf, ci and ou. Also it is easy to see that L(H) = L; the 
reader should notice that no successful derivation in H can use ths 2:” part of the 
selector more than once (it is added merely to assure that H is ou), 
Theorem ‘7.4. Let L be an arbitrary language. There exists an s-grammar H, such that 
L(H) = L and His csf and i. 
Proof. Let L be a language over an alphabet A. Let El = (Z, h, S, A, K) be the 
s-grammar, defined as follows. .E = {S, 27) u A’ u A” u A, where A’ = {a’: a E A), A” = 
{a”: a E A} and {S, Z}, A’, A’” and A are pairwise disjoint. 
h(S)={w:wELandIwl=l}~{a”Z:aEA), 
h(Z)-{a’Z: aEA}u{a’EA} 
and for all a E A, h(a’) = h(a”> = h(a) =(a). K =:E*{$ z}Z” u Il/(L’), where ~5 is the 
substitution on 2?* defined by #(G) = X*ZC* for all a E Z and 
E={a”i& . . . a”‘,-la’X:aiEA,Irsirrp andal***a,EL}. 
It is clear that H is csf and i. It is also easy to slt:e that L(H) = L. The reader should 
notice that each sentential form (except for S) in each derivation, of which only the 
last element is in L(H), is such that its leftmost element belongs to A”. Hence the last 
step of su& a derivation must be performed in such a way that all occurrences of all 
letters are rewritten. This guarantees that the word one obtains is indeed in L,. 
Theorem 7.5. Let L be an arbitrary language. There exists an s-grammar H, such that 
L(H) = 1; and H is abf, ci and u. 
P~oofE. Let L be a language over an alphabet A. Let 4$= \C, h, S, A, K) be the 
s-grammar defined as follows. 2 = {S, 2, .F} u A’ u A, where 9’ = {a’: a E A} (as usual 
{S, 2, F}, A’ and A are pairwise disjoint). 
h(S)={w:wELandIwl=l}u(a’Z:aEA], 
h(Z)-{a’Z: aEA)u{a’: a,:A) 
and for all a E A, h(a”) = {a}, h(a) = h(iF) = {F}. K =X*(X uz) u t,@‘), where 
and 1(1 is the substitution on (2)” defined by I,+@‘) = (5’) u X*a’C*. 
It is easy to see that 1Iy is abf, ci ;dnd u. To stie that L(H) = L it suffices to notice the 
following. In each successful derivation in l!i one of the last two steps must use the 
#(J??) part of the selector of Ii. Since t+@‘) does not contain words in (A u A’)* suck 2 
step must be accomplished in such a way that all occurrences of all letters :“,re 
rewritten with a possibie exception for the last letter which can be rewritten, using thz 
first part of K, afterwards. This implies that tlhe word under rewriting is in L’ and that 
the obteined word is in E. 
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8. Contextdme Egasetl s-grmma~s 
In all previous sections we have considered EPOS based s-gramm zs. The only 
difference between an EPOS gammar and a context-free grammar (wirhout erasing) 
is the fact that in context-fi’ee grammars one has no production:; for terminal 
symbols. Usually one discarcls this difference considering it only ar a “notational 
matter’. However, in this section we demonstrate that in a :heory considering a 
variety cf rewriting systems this particular difference can have significant effects. An 
additional reason to consider here s-grammars with a context-free base is that they 
were the subject of investigation in [8]. 
Synchrontred e-grammars form an important iink between s-grammars and 
cf -s-grammars. We start by demonstrating that synchronized s-grammars constitute 
a nor&ma1 form for the class of s-grammars. 
Tkeorem 8.1. Let R be the following set of restrictions. R = {abf, cbf, asf, csf, ai, ci, u, 
ou). Let H be m s-grammar. Thede exists a synchronized s-grammar H’, equivalent 
with H, such that if H satisfies a subser Vof R, then H’ also satis_Ces V. 
Proof. Let H = (E, h, S, A, K). Let Z’ = (a’: a E Z} be ;,n alphabet, disjoint with 2. 
Let F be a symbol not in 2 u 2’ Let cp be the finite subeGtu.tion  (2 u a*, ?lefined 
by q(a) = (a’) if a E S:\A, cp(a) = {a, a’, F} if a E A a4 ,((a-) = p(a) for all a E X. Let g 
be the finite sub:<titution on !X’uA u(F))*, defined by gra’) ={p(cu): 01 5 h(u) 
and F&aa$hcp(ti)j if ac.z’ and g(a)=(Fj, if aEAu{F}. Let H’= 
W-J A 4% g, S A, &‘W. 
It is easy to r%ee that L(H’) = 1 (H) amid from the construction it follows that H’ is 
synchrontied.. Moreover, if H is abf, cbf, asf, csf, ai, ci, u or ou, then so is 1LI’. 
Hence the theorem holds. 
Our next result describes those cases when cf-s-grammars can generate (at least) 
those languages that s-grammars generate. 
,ThemennGL LetR be the fdowingsetof restrictions, R = {abf, cbf, asf, csf, ai, ci). Let 
H be a synchronized s-grammar. There exists a cf-s-gruntntar H’, equivalent wilth H, 
such that if H satisfies a subset Vof R, then Ii’ also sat@es V. 
Proof. Let @ = msyn H Without loss of generality we mr:.y assume that Qi c:Dntains 
(only one clement, say F. Let h’ be the restriction of h to (Z\t\A u(F)))‘“. Then 
,M’ = (Z\.{Fj, k’, S, A, K’), where K ’ = K\(E*({F, E) u &S*), is a cf-s-grammar. It is 
easy to see that L(H’) = L(H) and that H’ satisfies V, if Ii dlid. 
Hence the theorem holds 
The following result is from [S]. It points out a significant difference between 
cf-s-gramr;ars and s-grammars. 
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Theorem 8.3. If H is a cf-s-grammar such that H is u, theiz L(H) E 9(CF). 
Dually, the next result describes possibilities of a reduction from the case of 
cf-s-grammars to the case of s-grammars. 
Theorem 8.4. Let R be the following set of , cbf, asf, csf, ai, ci). Let 
H be a cf-s-grammar. There exists an equiualent s-grammar H’, such that if H satisfies 
a subset Vof R, then H’ also satisfies V, under the condition that if Vcontains both cbf 
and asf, then it must also contain csf. 
Proof. Let H = (E, h, S, A, K). Let F’ be a symbol not in 2. Let .Z u {F} := r, and let g 
be the extensio 3 of h from @\A)* to r*, defined by g<.u) = {.F} if x E A lJ {F}. 
We define tlz following substitutions n (r u r)* a For all a E J’, 
da) = (4 and QI@) = (6, a}, 
~2(a) = {a, 8’) and ~&a’) := {a}, 
+73(a) ={a} and cp&) = i’ 
cp4(a) = I’ and cp.&) = (ii’), 
rps(a) = (a} and &a’) = r*&P 
(p&z) = S*ar* and ++,(a’) = (6). 
It is easy to see that qiyjj (x) = 9jCpi (X) for x E ,r u r and 3 s i <j c 6. Fur thermore if 
K is abf, then cpl(M) = K and pi(K) is abf., for 3 s i ZG 6, so ~~~i(&~,) - v~(K) = 
P~(P~(K) for 3ria6. 
Let PI =abf, P2 =cbf, 1’3 =asf, P’$=csf, PS =ai and Ps=ci. Now it is rather 
straight forward to prove that if H s,atisfies {.I’,,, . . . , Pi,}, ii E {1,3,4,5,6}, 0 aj s 
k s 5, then HI = (I’, g, S;, A, Kl), where Kl= pi1 * l * pi,(K), also satisfies 
{Fix, l l l 3 Pi,} and if H satisfies PZ as well, then so does Hz = (r, g, S, A, Kz), where 
& = Q2+,, l l l Q’kQ2uo 
Let H’ = (r, g, S, A, K”), where .K’ = K1 iif 2$ is not satisfied and K’ = & otherwise 
(kfl and ~5 are obtained as described above.). 
Analyzing the form of the substitutions pi, :1 S: i G 6, one notices the followi.ng. 
K’ allows rewriting of termmals, which is not possible in K, Since the only way to 
rewrite a terminal a in H’ is to replace it by F, this difference does not allow one tea get 
‘new’ derivations in K’, except possi!bly for one case. Suppose that H 2- cbf and asf, 
but not csf. Then, e.g., if USE K with a E A and b E Z\A, am’= &K, bemuse K is asff; 
but the fact that H is cbf does not imply in 1:his cas#e that also other strings (than those 
in a=) must be in K. Consequent& I:his particular olccurrence of a plays a 
‘permitting role’ in the rewriting process. When H’ is constructed then on basis of -- - 
aX\A, K’ zust contain a.Z\A (‘alecause K’ is cbf) and so K’ must contain fr(because 
K’ i% asf). Mence now in the rewraring process one looses the ‘permitting’ occurrence 
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of a and consequently one may rewrite in H’ a sentential form whict cannot be 
rewritten in HI. 
‘To take care of this situation we require that if V contains bcth cbf a nd asf, then it 
also must contain csf. 
It is easy to see that in all other cases one also gets that L,(W) = k (El,. 
Our next result describes two equivalent sets of restrictions (ff:r the case of 
d-s-grammars). It is instructive to compare it with Lemma 5&31. 
Lemma 8.5. A cf-s-grammar H is bf and csf if and only if H is bf ana’ sfi 
Proof. The if part of the lemma follows from the definitions of csf anl sf. 
The only if part is proved as follows. Let H = (2, h, S, A, K) be a bf and csf 
cf-s-grammar. Let wla’w2 E K for someA, w2 E (X\A uZ3* and c3 E DA. Since 4;: is 
cbf, csf and abf wIaw2, wlZw2 and wJ\Aw2 are also contained in K. 
Hence: H is asf and the lemma holds.. 
ii (possible) difference between the behaviour of ci-s-grammars and s-grammars i
indicated by the following result. It should be compared with Corollary 5.2 and 
Theorem 5.3. 
Theorem 8.6. Let L be an arbitrary langliage. There exists a c-s-grammar Hand n 
weals identity cp, such that q(L(H)) = L and His bf and arf. 
Proof. L,et L be a. language over an alphabet A. Let H = (X, h, S, A CI{ &}, K) be the 
cf+granumar, defined as follows. E = {S, &, SZ, &,h} u A, where {S, SI, 5’2, S3,4} and 
A are disjoint. 
h(S) = {SJ u {&a : a E A}, h (Sl) = {ab&: a, b E A} u {a&: a E A}, 
h(&) = {Szab: a, b E A) u{Ssa : a E A) and h(Ss) = (4). 
K = (AA)*(ii u 2) u (p w ;Z;)A(Ad)* u Lo&i; u .c) u (I= u JQL,,,,, 
where r = 2\(A u (1)) and Lodd = {w : w E L and 1 w 1 is odd} and L,,, = {w : w E L and 
1 w 1 is even}. 
It is not difficult to see that H is bf and asf and L(H) = {we: w EL}. 
Let rg be the weak,identity on (A u (4})*, define? by cp(Q) = n and p(a) = a if a E A. 
Clearly p(.C(H)) = L and hence the theorem holds. 
Theorems 8.2,8.3 and 8.4 imply that these sets of resbictions that involve u or ou 
or both cbf and asf but not csf may have different effects in the case of’ cf-sgrammars 
than in the case 3lf s-gammars. Th!ls we have to consider again all those results from 
the previous sections that either directly involve these special cases or were obtained 
0~’ basis of such resufts. This will be done in the remainder of this section. 
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The following technica. result analogous to our Lemma 3.3 is from [8]. 
.7. If H = (2, h., S, A, K) is a cf-s-grammar and ~*(.Z\A)~* c K, then 
L(& ) E Z’(CF). 
Thewem 8.8. Let H be a .cf-s-grammar. If H is bf, asf and ci, then L(H) E &?(CF). 
Proof. Let H = (Z, h, S, A, K). Since s E K and K is asf, E c K. Since K is abf we 
get that Z\A E K and this implies (hlecause K is ci and cbf) that X*(.Z\d)Z* c K and 
Z*(\a)X* c K. Thus, by Lemma 8.7, L(H) E 2(W). 
Tbsorem 8.9. For every EOL language L there exists a cf-s-grammar 14, such that His 
cbj, sf and ci and L(H) = L. 
root. Let L be an EOL language generated by the EOL system G = (2, h, S, A). It is 
well known (see , c.g., [6]11 that we may assume that G is synchronized, that is there 
exists a FE X\A such that for every a E A, h(a) = h(F) = ‘[F}. 
Now it is easy to see, that if H = (Z\{F}, h’, S, A, x\d’), wherk’h is the restriction 
of h to @\(A u{(F),))*, then H is a cf-s-grammar, which is cbf, sf and ci and which 
generates L. 
Theorem 8.10. Let R EN+. There exists a cf-s-grammar H, such that LS(L(Hl) = R 
and His abf and sfE 
Procal. Analogous to the proof of Theorem $8. Omit the identity productions for -_ 
the terminals and replace; .c’ by Zc\..d in this selector. 
Theorem 8.11. Let R E 6’. There exists u cf-s-grammar H, such that LS(L(H)) =E R 
and H is sf and ci,. 
Proof. Analogous to the proof of Theorem 5.6. The onliy changes to be made are the 
following. Omit F’ and the synchronizing productions for the terminals and remove 
from the selector xhe component added to assure universality and replace 2 by S\d. 
In c similar way (using an appropriate analogue from Sections 6 and 7) one proves 
the following results. 
The&em 8.12. Let L be an arbitrary language. 7ke exists a cf-s-grtmmar Hand a 
weak identity Q, such that (p(L(H)) = L and His asf and ci. 
raof. Analogous to the proof of Theorem 8.1 i, except that it is based on 
Theorem 6.1. 
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Theorem 8.13, Let L Se an arbitrary language. ‘fiere exists a cf-s-grammar H and a 
weak identity fo, such that q(L(H)) = L and His cbf and asf* 
Prsof. Anabgous to the proof of Theorem 8.11, except that it is based on 
Theorem 6.2. 
Theorem 6.14, Let L be an arbitrary language. There exists a cf-s-gram frzar, such that 
L(H) = L and His abf and asf. 
Proof. Aralegous to the proof of Theorem 8.11, except that it is based on 
Theorem 7.1. 
3?korerrr 8.15. Let L be an arbitrary language. There exists a cf-s-grammar H, such 
that L(H:g = L and X is cbf: csf and ci. 
Plrssf,, Andogous to the proof of Theorem 8.11, except th=it .it is based on 
Theorem 7.3. 
Thwwem 8.16. iet L be an arbitrary language. There exists a cf-s-grammar H, such 
thar L(H) - L and His abf and ci. 
Proof. Analogcus to the proof of Theorem 8.11, except that it is based on 
Theorem 7,s. 
9, l%egular pattern grammars 
Two of the restrictions tudied in our paper (asf and csf) were aimed to forbid that a 
symbol in an s-grammar carries any information relevant to the rewriting process. 
Wiren combined these restrictions imply that the only way that the selector controls 
the rewriting in the io restricted s-grammar is that it imposes certain rewriting 
patterns, each of which is a word over an alphabet of two symbols (instructions): 
l-standing for ‘rewiite’ -and O-standing for ‘do net rewrite’. Indeed, this seems PO 
be the ;qost elementary way to control a rewrif.in~; and so in our opinion these 
symbol-free s-grammars form a natural first step in EL research leading eventually to 
the recognition of ‘basic rewriting systems’. 
In this section sf context-free based s-grammars are investigated; in particular we 
investigate the case when the selector of an s-grammar is a regular language over the 
binary alphabet (0, l}. Those grammars, called regular pattern grgmmars, are 
formally defined now. 
A pattern grammCcr is a construct G = (J& h, 3, A, K) where 
(2, lz, S, Al) is a cf grammar and sal G = K c (0, 1)“; if K is a. regular language, then 
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we say that G is a regular pattern grammar. For a word x E 8*(B\A)lc” and a word 
y E H* we say that x directly derives y (in G), denoted x +J G y (X =3 y if no confusion 
iGpossible),ifx=Lzl~~~a,,y=ar~*..a,,n~I1,a~,...,a,~~,a~,...,a:,~Bf,K 
lzontains a word z, 2 E (0, 1}*1.{0,1) ‘, z = bi l * l b, with br, . . . , b, E (0,l) such &at, 
for lsiir, either aizoi and bi=O or aiEh(ai) and bi=l. AS usual +2j: (3”) 
denotes the reflexive and the transitive closure of *G (3). If x 3 *G y, then ‘we say 
that x derives y (in G). 
‘The language of G is defined by L(G) = {w E A * : S =$$ w}; it is called a 
pattern language. 
(regulm) 
We will use s(Reg Pa) to denote the class of regular pattern languages. 
Theorem 9.1. Let L be a language. The following statements are equivalent: 
(1) L is a (regular) pattern language, 
(2) L is generated b7 a sf context-free based s-grammar (the seiecior of which is a 
regular language), 
(3) L is generated by a sf-s:grammar (the selector of which is a regular langiuage). 
Proof. The equivalence.of (1) and (2) follows directly from the definitions and the 
equivalence of (2) and (3) is a direct consequence of Theorems 8.1,8.2 and S.4 (and 
their proofs). 
We start our investigation of pa;tern grammars with the following technical result. 
Lemms 9.2. Let H be a pattern gramm,ar. If base H is a right-linear grammar and 
se1 H n O*l = K’ is such that LS(K”) is ultim:ately periodic, then L(H) is regular. 
P~eof. Standard automata theoretic construction. 
The following example puts Lemma 9.2 in a proper perspective. It demonslirates 
th:at he condition ‘LS(K’) is ultimatel:J pti&lic’ is necessary and it also shows that 
this condition cannot be replaced by ‘LS(sel H) is ultimately periodic’. 
Example 9.1. Let H = (;Z; h, S, A, .K) be defined as follows. 
z: = {St 2% 4, A = (4, h(S) = {a 2S, aZ}, h(Z) =(a} 
and 
where Pi3! c N+ is an arbitrary set. 
Clearly L,(H) = {a 2k+2: k E I?}, which is ‘as comphcated’ as R. 
lueor491pltl 9.3. Let H be a pattern grammar, where sel H is a context-free 1angWge. 
If RWLC H is a right-linear grammar, then L(H) C; Z(Reg). 
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Pro&, Let Ei’ = (X h, S, A, K) where G = base H = (2, h, S, A) is a right-linear 
grammar. This implies that if S S 5 w, then w E A* or w E A*(X\A). 
Hence, if K’ = b* 1 n K and H’ = (Z; 11, S, A, K’), then L(H’j = L(H). Since K is cf, 
K’ is also cf and consequently LS(K’) is ultimately periodic. 
Hence, by Lemma 9.2, the theorem holds. 
In the rest of this section we irivestigate regular pattern grammars. ‘G k begin with 
an example. 
ExampIe 9.2. Let H = (Lc, h, S, A, K) be defined by 3: = IS, 21, 22, Z* *, a, 61, A = 
{*, a; b), h(s) = {Z1Z2), h(Zlj ={**uZI, b&, **Js W2) = W2,**bz2, **z*L 
h (2) = (YE**) and 
K=:{O”10”:m~1,n+m =1mod4)~{0”1:n=Omod4orn=2mod4}, 
Clearly H is a regular pattern grammar. 
Let al = +*a, a2 = a, 61 = b and b2 -- +*ri; if a word ~2 E (~2, bz)* results from in 
word wi E {al, 61)” by replacing u2 by 0: and 62 by 61, then we rewrite wl= w2. 
L(H) = {w~+*w+*****: WI E (al, by}*, w2 E {a2, b2)* and w1 = ~2). 
This can be seen as follows. Suppose that S + & wAw~Z2, where ~1 E (~1, br}*, 
wz E {u2, b2)* and w1 = w2. Then Iw1 w2( = 0 mod 4 and hence the only pos’ible way of 
rewriting w 1211~222 is to rewrite 21. 
We now have 3 cases to consider. 
(i) Zr is rewritten as **a&. Then wrZlw2Z2 +H wl**crZ1 w&2 = t’. Hence 
1 u I= 1 mod 4 and Z2 must be rewritten in the next derivation step. To obtain a word, 
which may lead to a terminal string Z2 must be rewritten as ~22, since **bZz and 
**Z* would give words of length 0 mod 4, which cannot be rewritten. 
(ii) Z, is rewritten as bZl. We then have JV&Z~WZZ~, which is a word of length 
3 mod 4, so now 2; must be rewritten. 
If Z2 is changed into aZ2 the resulting word has length 0 mod: 4 and hence the 
derivation is unsuccessful. 
If Z2 is rewritten as **Z* we,obtain w1bZ1 wz**Z*, a word of length 2 mod 4 and 
hence either 21 or Z may be rewritten. We then obtain either 1~1bZ11512*~ or 
w~~**uZ~W~**Z* or wlbbZlw2**Z* or w&+~v~**Z*. It is easy to see that these 
words cannot be rewritten anymore. 
Consequently in wlbZ1w2_Z2, ZZ must be rewritten as *.*&. 
(iii) Zr is rewritten as **. Now a word of length 3 mod 4 is obtaked and hence ZZ 
must be rewritten. 
Z2 may not be rewi itten as a& or **bZ2, since no terminal string can be derived 
from a word of lenk>h 0 mod 4 or 2 mod 4, in whi& the only occturence of a 
nonterminal is on the rightmost place. 
Hence Z2 is rewritten as **Z* and now we hav 2 a word of length 2 m3d 4 with one 
nonterminal on the second from right position. T;len Z must be rewritten and we get 
a word w I** w2*+*+**. 
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From (i), (ii) and (iii) it follows that indeed 
L(H) - {w1**w2****:**: w1 E {al, blj*, ~‘2 E J[u2, b::}* and w1 = w2:> 
Let q be the weak identity on A* defined by q(a) = a, cp(li) = b and q(*) = A, then 
&(f=I)) = (ww : 10 {a, b}*}. 
is well known is closed erasing 
{ww : w E {a, 6)“) E S(CF), a contradiction. 
Hence regular pattern grammars can generate lang,uages, that are not context- 
free. 
Our next results provide a lower bound for the generating power of regular pattern 
grammars. 
Theorem 9.4. %‘( EOL) s =Y?( Reg Pa) r 
Proof. Let E be generated by the EOL system G = (Z; h, S, A). Without loss of 
generality we may assume that G is synchronized (and that it has precisely one 
synchronizing symbol F). Let G’ = (z\(F), h’, S, pi), where h’ is the restriction of h to 
@\(A u (F}))“, Let H be such that base H = 4;’ and sel H = 1’. 
Clearly L(H) = L and H is a cf-based regular pattern grammar. 
‘That S’(EOL) is properly contained in S’(Reg l?a> is seen as follows. 
Let H = (2, h, S, A, K) be delined in the following way. 
2 = is, &, &,ZS a, b, 4, *I, A = {a, 6, 4, *:. 
h (S j = I.5 Z2 Z31, h(Z1) = {*aZl, *3bZ1, *“I$], 
h(Z2) = {*23aZ2, *‘bZ2, *“I$} and h(Z3) = {e3aZ3, *l’bZ3, Q}. 
K ={O”lOG: n is even, m 22andn+m=2mod30} 
u(0”10”:n!isodd,n+m=4mod30orn+m=6mod30} 
u{O”l: II = 28 mod 30 or n = 14 mod 30) u (1). 
Let a l=*a, a2 = *23a, x3 = *3a, bl = *3b, bz = *‘b and b3 = **‘b. Then for words 
rvl E {al, fL)*, tvp. F_ (~2, bz}* and ~13 E (~3, b3}* we denote wi E wj, 1 S i ~j 3~ 3, if 
replacing ai and ai by w and bi and !%i by b in wi and I’vj yields the same word 
w ~{a, b}*. 
Analogous to the pro:af of Example 9.2 it can be proved that 
L(H) ==(~1*~$*w2*‘~~3~: ~11, w2, WOE (a, 6, *}* and WI E ~‘2, w2~ ~3). 
Let Q, be the weak identity on A*, defined by Q(X) = x if x E {a, b, 4) and q(*) = 1?. 
Then Q@(H)) ={w$w$w$: w E (a, b}“). 
Since this langtiage is not an EOL language and S(EOL) is closed tinder erasing 
homomorphisms (see e.g., [!5]) it: follows that L(Hj d S(EOL). 
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As a matter of fa.ct we will demonstrate that regular pattern grammars have a 
surprisingly strong language generating power. First, we need some at .xiliary results. 
efitition 9.2. A finite subword grammar G is a construct (2, h, S, L V C), where C is 
a finite nonempty alphabet, the total alphc:bet of C, A is a nonempty ~~ubset of 2, the 
terminal alphabet of G, @\A is the nonterminal alphabet of G), S E DA, the axiom of 
G, h is a A-free finite substitution on (Z\A)* and C is a finite subset <:f (.E\A)‘. 
For a word w1 E P(X\A)C~ and a word w2 E Z’, we‘say that WI directly derives w2 
(in G) denoted w1 4, G w2 (~1 + w2 if no confusion is possible) if and only if there 
exist words y1 E &,A)‘, y2~ 2” and xl. XZE~*., such that WI =T xiy1x2, w2 = 
~1~~x2, yl E C and J+~E h(yl). As usual +$ (3”) denotes the reflexive and the 
transitive closure of * 0 (*). If WI =$ $ ~9 we say that w1 derives ~472 (in G). The 
language of G, denolted L(G), is defined by L(G) = {MI E A*: x .+ g w}. 
Thus a finite subword grammar differs from a context-sensitive grammar by the 
fact that in the former the letters occurring on the left-hand side of a production 
determine the set of ‘matching’ right-hand sides which is not the case in the hatter. For 
example, in a context sensitive grammar one may have only two productions a! 1 + PI 
and a2 + ,B2 with aI@ (Y~ = alph cy2 2nd alp& /?I n alph p2 = Id. 
However it turns out that both &asses of grammars generate the same class of 
languages. 
Theorew 9.5. A language is ge.aerated by a finite subword grammar if and only if it is 
generated by a context-sensitive,grar-&mar. 
Proof. The only if part of the theorem is obvious. The if part can be proved as 
follows. 
Let L be a context-sensitive langllage and let G = (2, P, S, A) be a cs grammar in 
Penttonen Normat Form generating L. Let r =C u 0, where 8 = 
{[a, b]: a E Z\A, b 2 @\A) v {A)} (2 and B are disjoint). 
Let h be a A-free finite substitution on r defined by h(a) = (cy : a + cu E P}, 
h(a) = ([a, A]) if there exists a b E .ET\A such that ab E LH(P),, h([a, n J> = {a}, h(b) = 
([a, b]: ab E LJ-%(I3)}, h([a, b]) = Cc: ab + UC s ?). Let C = WA u{Ca, A][a, b]: 
ab E Ll-K?)}. 
From the construction it easily follows that L(G’) = L(G) =L, where G’= 
(r, h, S, a, C) is a finite subword grammar. 
We now are ready to prove the main result of this secti.on. It demonstrates (quite 
surprisingly) that context-free grammars equipped with regular sets crf rewriting 
patterns each of which is a word olver the ‘alphabet’ rewrite, do not rer:vite can (with 
the ‘help of a weak identity) generate an arbitrary recursively enumerable language. 
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beorem 9.6, FOI every recursive/y enumerable language L, there exi.ct a regular 
pattern grrzmninr t.3 and a weak identity Q such that q&(G)) = L. 
Proof. It is well known. that every re language can be obtained from a cs language 
using a weak identity. Hence by Theorem 9.5 there exists a finite subword grammar 
G = (2, h, S, 4, Cl and a weak identity r such that L = r&(G)). 
Let N E= (K g, Z, VT, K) be the regular pattern grammar, defined as follows. 
V = S\A u (‘2, %} u VT, VT = A u (t, 4}, where 2, (2, $} and {t, 4) are pairwise dis- 
joint. 
IfX={al,..=, a,), then let M = {ml, . . . . m,} be a set of positive integers, such 
thatforeveryi,j,ZE{l,...,n} 
(i) mi + mj 7 lptl and 
(ii) mi + 1 # Wlj* 
Let 4 be the finite substitution on X* defined by +(aJ - ((litmi$, aft”‘+} for every i, 
1 G C! d n. We define g by g(,Z) = {$$(S), +,4(S)}, g($) = (4, $} and for every ai E 2, 
ldisn, 
g(Q) = (I(r(h ’ l l br): bj E 2, 16 j d 1 and bll l * l 6, E h(ai)}. 
LetQ={Orn’l,..., O”nl)*andforeverya =ai, * l - aj,EC, aj, EX’&~;E{~, -. *, TZ): 
l,CiSr, let 
K, = 110”‘~‘1Q10”~‘1Q1 9 9 . fO”WQ. 
Then let K =UclEcO”“K,O*u{l}. 
Let QI be the weak identity on V$, defined by ql(x) = x if x E A and q,(x) := A if 
x = I$ or x = t. 
If we let Q = 7~1, then Q&(H)) = L. This is seen as follows. 
From the construction of H it easily follows that Lsz(p(L(H)). To see that 
Q(L(H)) c L we notice the following, Let w be an intermediate word in a successful 
derivation. 
(1) Then )Y is of the form zOai,t’“i*zlai~trn’zZ* * * - ai,t”i~~,, where r 2 1: j;, . . y , ir G 
u , 8 . . , n}, 20 E c§, $1, zj E (($, $}t’,, u ’ . a u (4, $>tmn)*{& $1. In particular this implies 
that in w every occurrence of every symbol from .E is preceded by a symbol from 
(4, $1 called the flag of this occurrznce; a subword of w consisting of an elemen c of 25 
and of its preceding flag iA called a group in w. 
(2) The fact that each word in each K,, CY E C, starts with 11 together with (1 j and 
together with condition (ii) implies the following. If an occurrence of a symbol from 
X;\A in w is rewritten, then it is rewritten together with its flag, hence a group is 
rewritten. Moreover when a group in w is rewritten acordting to a KY, y E C, tbzn its 
rewriting is governed by a subword (of some x E KY) which is of the form ‘1 10k, 
k+l,..., m,}. This implies that one can consider rewriting of (a number of! 
groups only. 
(3) Let w = f1 y&y2 l . . f,y, where fl, . . . , fr are groups and y 1, y2, . . . , Y, do noa 
contain symbols from Z: Then condition (i) implies #hat if 1 f i < j s r and if in a 
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direct derivation step (in H) J$ and fi are rewritten, for every s E (i, i -+ 1, . . . , j}, fs is 
also rewritten. 
Now from (1) through (3) and from the form of K it follows that (;?(L(H)) c L. 
10. Dismssion 
The aim of ihis paper was to formalize and to investigate those features Sselectors 
in s-grammars as well as in cf-s-grammars that are rc:sponsible for the: use of ‘context 
information’ and for the possibility of ‘blocking’ a derivation that ‘went wrong’. 
Perhaps it is instructive at this point to extract he picture of the rcle that each of 
the restrictions we have studied plays on its own. This is done in Table 1 (it follows 
easily from previous results). 
Table 1 
EPOS based s-grammars A = X context-free based s-grammars 
A =H\J 
b-P_ -. -- 
bar-free arbitrary languages Ex&ple 2.2. 
active bar-free 
context bar-free 
symbol-free 
active symbol-free 
context symbol-free 
interspersed 
arbitrary languages Example 2.2 
and Definition 2.4(iii). 
arbitrary languages IExample 2.2 
2nd Definition 2.4(iii). 
re languages through weak iden- 
tities, Theorems 9.6 and 8.4. 
arbitrary languages Theorem 7 I 1, 
arbitrary languages Theorem 7.3. 
arbitrary languages Theorem 7.4. 
activ,e interspersed 
context interspersed 
occurrence universal 
univt:rsal 
arbitrary languages Theorem 7.4 
and Definition 2.6(iii) 
zrbitrary languages Therrem 7.4 
and Definition 2.6(iii) 
arbitrary languages Thczl<m7.3. 
arbitrary languages ‘I’heorem 7.3 
and Lemma 2.2(i) 
arbitrary languages Example 2.2 and 
Theorem 8.2. 
arbitrary lanLmages Example 2.2, 
Theorem 13.2 and Defi$tican 2.4(iii) 
arbitrary languages Example 2.2, 
Theorem 8.2 and Definition 7.4(iii). 
re languages through weak identities, 
Theoreim 9.6. 
arbitrary languages Theorem 8.14. 
arbitrary languages rheorem 8.15, 
arbitrar.y languages Theorems 7.4,8.1, 
8.1.. 
arbitrary languages Theorems 7.4,8.1, 
8.2 and Definition 2.6(iii). 
arbitrary languages Theorem 7.4,8.1, 
8.2 and Definition 2.6(iii). 
context-fret: languages Theorem 8.3 
and LemmiL 2.2(i). 
context-free languages Theorem 8.3. 
---- w---m 
‘We h.ave been rarber successful in investigating s::ntematically the effects of 
va.rious combinations for these restrictions in the sense: that we miss upper-bound 
re~lts for three can:.s only: 
W, 8, (cbf, sf, ci, u} and .{cM, asf, \:i, u,!. 
Thus the investigation of these three cases fords an ‘immediate’ open problem. 
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Furthermore it is natural to ask whether results we have obtained in Sections 4,5 
and 6 are best possible. For example, can one under the restrictions off Section 5 
generate almost arbitrary languages a&l under the restrictions of Sfection 6 arbitrary 
languag;es? Also, can one get a tighter upper-bound for the restrictions of Section 4? 
In particular we conjecture that an abf, asf and ci s-grammar (cf-s-grammar) 
generaftes a cf language (we can prove a ‘pumping lelmma’ for this class of languagets). 
h addititin to tighten our results one can investiga.te also new problem areas, as for 
example: 
(1) Restrict the class of available selector languages, according to the complexiity 
of their definitior i (consider for example only regular or cmly context-free 1anguage:s). 
(2) Consider some known examples of (selectors of) ,grammars and impose upon 
them various re:;trictions, investigated in this pa;>rr. What drop (if any:) in the 
language generating power is the result. 
(3) Formalize :and investigate still different features of selecto,s responsible for 
the language generating power of a grammar. 
(4) Theorem 9.6 states that pattern grammars with regular selectors are already 
quite powerful. What subclass) of regular languages hould one consider such that the 
resulting class of pattern grammars has a ‘reasonalble’ language generating power 
(for examp1.e such that it yields a class of languages between ZYEOL) and Z’(CS))? 
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